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Any omission of branches, stop-cocks, or other appurtenances intended to be laid, shall be corrected when required, by re-opening the trench, if it has been filled up, and introducing what may have been omitted.
At the time when laid, the spigots of the pipe shall be so adjusted in the sockets as to give a uniform space all around, and if any pipe does not allow sufficient space, it shall be replaced by one of proper dimensions. The joint shall, at all points, be at least five sixteenths of an inch in thickness. In the lead and gasket joints, the depth of lead shall not be less than three and one quarter inches for the fifteen inch pipes and over, nor less than two and three quarter inches for smaller pipes. Gaskets of clean, sound hemp yarn, braided or twisted, and tightly driven, shall be used to pack these joints, when required, a space of one quarter inch shall be left between the contiguous pipes.
The lead used shall be of the best quality of pure and soft lead, and suitable for caulking and securing a tight and permanent joint.
Before running the lead, the joints shall be carefully wiped out to make them clean and dry; the joint shall be run full at one pouring, and the melting pot shall always be kept within fifty feet of the joint about to be poured.
The joint shall be caulked by competent mechanics. The caulking to be faithfully executed, and in such a manner as to secure a tight joint without overstraining the iron of the bell. In all cases the caulking shall be clone towards the place of the gate and other points where the lead is likely to be porous, so as to drive it together at these points. The lead, after being driven, shall be flush with the face of the socket.
The pipes and all other castings shall be carefully swept and cleaned, as they are laid, of any earth or rubbish which may have found place inside, during or before the op nil ion of laying. Every open end of a pipe shall be plugged or otherwise closed before leaving the work for the night.
In refilling the trenches, the earth filled into the bottom of the trench, under and to the top of the pipes and other castings, shall be carefully packed and well rammed with proper tools for the purpose.
Whenever written directions so to do are given, the contractor shall fill the trench with river sand, said filling to be done in exact accordance with the orders and directions of the water commissioner. For all sand filling done as above, the sum of $ per cubic yard will be paid, which sum shall include all expense of materials, tools and labor for the sand filling, and removii g the surplus earth from the work.
Care shall be taken to give the pipe a solid bearing throughout its entire length. The earth filling above the pipes shall

